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SUMMARY
Ih order to facilitate the application of miscellaneous airfoil data
to the problems of the helicopter designer, a discussion of a nmber of
the problems most frequently arising is presented. A reference list of
published ropers on airfoil section characteristics (or their application)
which experience has shown to be useful in connection with these helicopter
problems is included.
INTRODUCTION
In order to mrive at a satisfactory desig, the helicopter man~
facturer must have accurate and detailed information on the basic aerodynamic
characteristics of the airfoil which he selects for the rotor blades and on
the effect of various omrating conditions and practical modifications on
these basic characteristics. Although a vast amount of applicable
information has been published, most of it was not s~cifically prepexed for
helico@er problems, and the locating and digesting of the most suitable
references have been found to represent a t-o~~ search even when
all of the Wpers on ,airfoilsare already available for examination.
Recent discussions with helicopter designers hsve indicated that in
relation to a mmiber of specific airfoil problems the most suitable ~pers
have frequently not come to their attention, as might be expected frm the
preceding considerations.
As a partial remedy for this situation, this m~r presents a “
discussion of a nmiber of such problems which are known to be of current
interest. A reference list is included which comists of papns which
have been found to be of prticular assistance in helicopter research and
design studies. This reference list is arranged in outline form so that
it can be used as a series of bibliographies, with headings similar to
those used in the discussion. Where appropriate, the same papers arb
listed under more than one heading. Neither the discussion nor the
reference list is exhatiive in coverage, but they are expcted to“proviti
a starting l@nt from which detailed studies my more readily proceed.
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Aerodynamic Characteristics
2
References 1 to 9 Provide’the basic aerodynamic characteristics of
most, if not all, of the NACA airfoil sections of interest to helicopter
de8ignera. Reference 1 is a summary ~~r which effectively talms the
place of numrous individual pawrs on the aerodynamic characteristics
(including lifi, drag, mommt+oeff icient, snd aero@amic-center values)
of NACA four-digit, IVACAfive-digit, and NACA low-drag sections. Cross
plots me included in this paper which show the effect of systematic
cheages in factors such as thickness and camber on mimlmum drag and
maximum lift coefficients.
I?ACAfour-digit and five4igit airfoils.- Of the NACA four-digit series,
the symmetrical sections (particularly,the W A 001.2)have seemed of most
interest to helicopter designers, the s-trical section being considered
advantageous in respect to ease of construction and zero pitching+omnt
coefficient. The WA five+ligit series achieves extre?mly low pitching–
.
moment coefficients together with positive design lift coefficients by
placing the msxkmm caniberfar forward. This series has the same thiclmess
distribution as the four+iigit airfoils. Of this family, the NACA
23000 series (e.g., the NACA 23012) has usually a~ared to be the best
over-en choice and has been used in a number of successful designs.
.
airfoils {other tba.nsrecial helicotier sections).-
Most of the low=drag airfoils which have been derived (reference 3) have
too high.a pitching+me nt coefficient to warrsnt consideration for use with ‘
helicopter designs currently in use. The symmetrical sections are not
-sing since half of the low-drag “buclmt” or, in other words, half of
the limited range of lift coefficient over which the important drag
reductions are achieved is below zero lift; whereas the fastez’%nwing
portions of the helicopter blade are nearly always operating at positive
lift coefficients. A few of these sections (such as the TWA 64-ILo, with
relatively low camber; see reference 3) maybe of Merest for helicopter
designs whereti low man lift coefficients and low tip-qmed ratios are
used, as is the case with some jet helicopter designE.
SWcial helicopter sections.– In order to place the low+irag bucket
in a useful range of lift coefficient and still retain zero or sJmost zero
moment coefficient, a nuniberof special airfoils (see references k and.5)
have %een derived. On the basis of section data obtained from two-
dimensional wind-tunnel tests, together with theoretical calculations, the
NACA 84P12 and WA 9+3-12 airfoils appear more pcxnising for use as rotor- “
blaie sections, from an aerodynamic point of view, than any other airfoils
thus far tested at the NACA laboratories. Section data for high Mach
numibersare still lackigg, however, and these airfoils have not-yet been
‘4
tested in actual rotors. The applicability of section data to the actual
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rotor, in which the boundary layer is subject to centrifugal action and the
airfoil Is subjetted to rapid variations in sped, &c@e of attack, and yaw
angle, is considered to be far more conjectural with these s~cial sections
than with the NACA four+ligit or fi’ve=digitairfoils, pmding tests of the
s~cisl airfoils in actual rotors.
Section characteristics at angles of attack beyond the stall.- The
calculation of rotor forces requires the estimation of forces on the airfoil
at angles above that for stalling, in fact, through a full 3600 angle–of–
attack rmge. References 6 to 9 do riotprovide much precise information for
recently derived airfoils, but fortunately these high angles occur only in
regions of the rotor disk where the relative airs~ed is low. Consequently,
rough estimates rather than precise values em usually adequate.
Effects of Vsrious Parameters on the
Aerodynamic Characteristics
.
Reynolds number.- preferences10 to 15 contain information on effects
of Reynolds nuuiber. Most of the information on section characteristics
which has been obtained in low-turbulence wind tunnels has emphasized
Reynolds numibershigher than those encountered with a typical helicopter
rotor. References 4 and 5 of the section entitled “Special Helicopter
Sections” do, however, conta@ information for values of Reynolds nunber -
of most interest for helicopter designs currently in use.
Mach number.– References 16 to 24 cover theoretical and ex~rimental
treatmmts of the effects of compressibility on airfoil characteristics. ‘“
In applying theoretical vslues of critical Wh nuuiber(such as those given
in references 16 and 17) to the prediction of Mach nuribersfor force breaks,
it should be remwnbered that the increment between the critical vslue and
that for the force break will vary with angle of attack and, also, with the
typ3 of section. Information on this point is found in most of the references
given for effects of compressibility.
A further consideration in applying data on critical Mach nwiber to the
helicopter rotor is that an allowance ap~ntly should be made for “tip
relief.” Study of results of efficiency tests on numerous propd-lers
indicates that losses due to compressibility are not masurable until the
tip Mac,hnuniberis about 0.06 higher them would be calculated from the
measured section data.
In choosing a section for opmation at high Mach nuuibersand low singles
of attack, the WA 0000-64 series sections should not be overloolmd. Test
results for the NACA 000~4 airfoil section are gLven in reference 20;
reference 2 provides the low-s~ed aerodynamic characteristics. These
sections may be found to be more advantageous structurally, for some typs
of blade construction cmzrently in use, than many of the newer low-drag
sections. These airfoils differ from the familiar NACA four-digit series
_———— ——— ——-— -.. ——
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vonly in that the @nt of maximum thiclmess is moved from 30 Rrcent
@ @rcent chord, but, nevertheless, with these airfoils appreciably
critical Mach nuuibersare realized.
to
higher
In relation to the choice of airfoils for operation at high Mach
?nmibersand high angles of attack, it may be ~inted out that examination
of available test data on compressihiiity effects indicates that at Mach
numbers nesr the critical value the WA 23000 series has lower drag at
angles of attack approaching that for maximum lift coefficient Ck “d
has a higher value of C than the WA four-digit series. Little
difference is noted for low angles of attack.
In studying the effect of airfoil thicbess on critical Mach nwibersj
the predicted PELLUBSof reference 16 mayye sup@.emented to advantage by
ex~rimentd data given in references 18 to 20.
Surface condition.– Wformation which is useful in evaluating the
chemges in airfoil characteristics caused by iqerfections in the rotor-
blade surface may le found in references 25 to 31. The profile4rag-
cmfficient @ maxjmun+lift+oefficient data discussed in the section
entitled “AerotQnamic Chsracteristicsn is now well lamwn to be inapplicable
unless the rotor+lade surface is sufficiently smooth and free from errors
in contour. In some cases, however, the blade construction is made
unnecessarily e~nsive, while still not achieving the desired end, by
requiring etiremely close dimensional tolerances and a mirro~like finish
without providing a check on local waves, ridges, or other lack of fairness.
The strai~tedge test (described in reference 25) is still, apparently,
the best practical starting mint for checldng local contour errors. The
surface need not be polished to a mirror finish after painting but should
%e,sanded free of s-pcks, as discussed in reference 56.
Brag measmments on practical-construction sp3cimns (see refep
ences 27 snd 28) showthat, with certain ty-pesof helicopte~%lade
construction which have been rather extensively employed in the past,
profile4rag coefficients which are 50 ~rcent or more above the values
for’the basic section may result from variouE combinations of contour
errors, surface roughness, and deformation under load. Results given in
reference 27 (,for NACA four-digitieries airfoils) also show that most of
this Wpmcent increase in profile drag can be avoided by use of other
available t~s of construction. It should be pinted out, however, that Q
the effects of deterioration with time and use were not investigated. The
results reported for practical-construction specimens of airplane wings in
reference 28 s~est that further improvement may be obtained by means of
typs of construction which, particularly as applied to rotor blades, are
still in the exprlmental etage.
Both contour errors and roughness are far more criticsl, as regsrds
drag increase, in the region ahead of the point of minimum pressure than
.
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behind it. This considerateion results from the fact that the transition
from laminar to turbulent flow tends to occur near the @nt of minimum
pressure for a Rrfectly smooth airfoil, so that imperfections shead of
the point of minimum pressure, but not behind it, may cause an extreme
forward shift of the transition ~int. The Wints of minimum pressure
for the various airfoils are given in mmy of the papers discussed in the
section entitled “Aerodynamic Characteristics.” An unusually complete
treatment Is given in reference 25.
It should not he inferred from the preceding Uscussion that the
effects of roughness behind the point of minimum pressure, or’behind the
transition Dint, are negligible. Reference 29 shows an increase of about
15 pmcent h profile drag due to roughening the airfoil behind the
transition point.
Both small errors b leading+dge radius and small amounts of leading–
edge roughness can produce significant reductions in lEKDnum lift coef–
ficient. Thus, for this case the leading+dge Fortion is the criticsl ~t.
Large amounts of surface waviness can cause the drag rise and other
effects of compressibility to occur at a lower Mach nuuiber(see references 30
and 31).
Surface waviness end roughness are in general not e~cted to have much
effect on either the moment coefficient or the aerodynamic center, except
that waves right at the trailing edge can produce changes in cember or in
thiclmess distribution. The effect of these trailing+dge errors (or
motifications) is discussed in the folbwing sec%icm.
Effect of trailing-edge modifications on moment-coefficient values.—
It is well lmown that the moment coefficient (and, hence, the center of
pressure) is sensitive to changes in canibernear the trailing edge. For
example, data on an airfoil equ.ip~d with a 2&Prcent-chord plain flap
given in reference 32 indicate that a moment406f ficient increment of 0.01
will result from a change of 1.2° in the flap settin.g. For a t~ical rotor
blade this chsmge in flap angle is equivalent to about O.O>inch deflection
of the trailing edge relative to the airfoil+hord line. Smaller flap
chords result In still.greater sensitivity in terms of inches at the
trailing edge. For emm@e, a l-prcent<hord flap has been estimated to
require otiy about O.03–inch deflection as com~d with 0.05 for the
2&wrcent+hord flap, for the same change in moment coefficient. Since a
moment-coefficient change of 0.01 is generally considered si@f icsnt by
the helicopter designer, small.construction errors can obviously cause
sigdf icant deviations from the published moment+oef ficient values.
Conversely, any small adjustments desired in the moment coefficient can be
achieved by extremely small deflections of the trailing edge.
Effect of traili~+d~ modifications on aerodynamic-center values.—
Evidence is sometimes reported of differences between the aerodynamic center
on an actual rotor blade and that given by tind-+mnel tests. Examination -
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of the problem suggests that construction errors, or distortim under
load, affecting the th3.cknessdistribution near the rotor+lade trailing
edge may account for most if not all of these ap~nt discre~ ies,
even if the me-line caniberis accurate. Thickening the rear portion of
the airfoil tenh to move the aerodynamic center (and, hence, the center
of pressure) forward, and a rearwaz% shift wilJ result from thinning the
rear lyx%ion. The tmyn%ance of small changes in thickness distribution
near the trailing edge is illustrated by the results reported for various
internal pressures (with a fabric+ uvered blade) in reference 33 and by
the data of reference 34. Further evidence of these effects are provided
by the faot that airfoils designed with a cusI%y@ (concave) trailing
edge have been found to have aerodynamic-center Nsitions farther rearward
than those designed with thick (bulged or convex) rear portions; for example,
see figure 21 of referenoe 35.
Effect of trail~~ modifications on drag.— The effect on -g of
sever~ trafling-edge modifications is given in references 34 and 36. The
effect of ‘muohlarger modifications than sre covered in these ~pers becomes
of interest in connection with Jet-wwered rotors, pm?haps the simplest case
being the cutting off of the trailing edge of the a~oils to accommiate the
jet. ~ this connection, study of available information yields several items
of titcrest. With the jet o~rating, and below the critical Mach nuniber,the
drag chargeable to the airfoil seems likely to be of the same order as for the
basic section (with no cut-off), that is, skin friction and not form drag.
The Maoh number for the drag rise will probably not be affected appreciably
by the jet. With the jet inoperative, and below the critical Maoh nuniber, l
any cut-off lerge enough to accommodate a jet ap~ars likely to increase
the section minimum profile+h?ag coefficient to several times the value for
the unmodified section. The Maoh nuriberfor the drag rise ap_prently is not .
appreciably affected by cutting off the trailing edge (see references 37
@ 38).
Effect of trailing+ * modification on lift.– The effect of a n@er
of trailing-edge modifications on the angle of attack for zero lift is shown
in references 32 to 36. As would be antici@ed, significant effects are in
general shown only for changes in trailing+dge camber.
The effect of several trailing-edge modifications on the slo~ of the
lift curve may b9 found in references 33 to 35. ~ t~s co~=tion it ~Y
be noted that CUSp+-p3 (concave) t~ihg+age s~ws res~t fn vpreciably
higher lift-surve S1ORS than plain or bulged trailing+dge shams. (See
fig. 19 of referenoe 35.)
The effect of trailing-edge cade~line chauges on the maximum lift
coefficient may be estimated by meanE of the data for plain flaps given in
L
reference 32, @ some indication of the effect of several other modifications
may be obtained from references 33 snd 34. .
_—— . . —.
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Application of Airfoil Section Data to Prediction
of Rotor Characteristics
Theoretical treatments.– Means for caqnzting rotor characteristics
(including lift, drag, shaft torque, and blade motion) from known or
assumed airfoil section characteristics em provided in references 39
to 41. Reference 39 provides meanEfor comput~ r@or forces and roto~
blade motion for any fixed lift+urve S1OP and for any drag polar.which
can be remesented .bya three-temn -r series. Reference 40 provides
a much quicker solution for rotor.lift, drag, and torque values,
particularly for prow-on helicopter operation. This simplification is
achieved by providing charts based on a spcific airfoil+ection lift-
curve slope and, likewise, based on a swcific drag polar which is
considered reasonably rep.wsentative of the contour accuracy and surface
smoothness achieved with carefully built rotor blades. Reference 41
provides a method of calculation of rotor Pofil-g power losses
applicable to airfoils having irregularly sha~d bag polars which cannot
be ‘representedby a thre~erm -r series. In ad~tion to examples
illustrating the effect on rotor power losses of changes in the airfoil
drag Plar, an examination is included of the variation of conditions of
operation (such as Reynolds nuniberend yaw an@e ) to which the airfoil is
subjected by use in the rotor.
=~rimental verification.- Because of the canp.lexity of the actual
conditions of owration just mentioned, experimental checks of the
applicability of section characteristics to ~diction of rotor chsx’acte~
istics exe required. Such checks have been presented in references 42 ‘
to 48. References 42 and 43 are of ~icular interest in that the profile-
“ drag power losses calculated from the charts of reference 40 are shown to
be in reasonable qgeement with the expmxbnentel values except for conditions
where stalling of the retreating blade is encountered. These stalled
conditions correspond to calculated tip angles of attack higher than those
to which the trea~nt of reference ~ was stated to be applicable. It is
shown that the lossed due to,blade+ection stalling are large and that
treatmnt e such as that of reference 41 should be used if calculation of
poiierlosses is desired for conditions such that stalling occurs in the
~egion of the tip of the retreating blade.
CONCLUDING REMKRKS
A discussion of a nuder of the problems
desi~r must utilize information on airfoils
wherein the helicopter
has been presented in order
to facilitate the application of miscellaneous airfoil &ta to these
prollems. A reference list of ptilished papers on airfoil secticm
characteristics (or their application) which experience has shown to be
useful in connection with these helicopter problems is given.
Lengley Aeronautical Laboratory
.-
National.Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Air Force Base, Va., Noyeriber4, 1948
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